INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION TO UAB-SPECIFIC MASTERS' DEGREES AND GRADUATE DIPLOMAS

Below are the instructions for applying for admission to UAB-specific Masters’ Degrees and Graduate Diplomas. Please, read them carefully to avoid any possible problems:

1. To find your programme, fill in only the first two fields, Programme (“Estudi”) and Edition (“Edició”), and click on Accept (“Acceptar”):

2. Enter your postal address as indicated in the following example: C/Numància, 200, 2, 4 (The street type may be av. or pl.). The postal code for addresses outside Spain is 99999. This information is strictly necessary in order to properly receive the Student card.

3. Attach all the required documentation (maximum 2MB per document).

4. Next you will need to make payment of the fixed registration fee via:

   — Credit or debit card, selecting POS - Point of Sale terminal (“TPV – Terminal Punt de Venda”). In case you cannot pay immediately, you will be able to do so through the link Pagaments per TPV, that you will find at: http://sia.uab.cat/

   — Bank transfer.

   — Promissory note, to be paid at CatalunyaBank, selecting Financial Entity (“Entitat financera”).

5. For your application to be validated, we must be able to ensure the registration fee has been paid.

When you are finally accepted, you will receive all the information you need for the enrolment within a period of 7 working days.

If you have any questions about the online application process, please write to the Auto-enrolment Office at the Graduate School: ep.automatricula@uab.cat / (+34) 93 581 43 28.